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Santa Fe Sunrise
The breeze stirs, a bird calls, the sun peeks over the horizon, and a beautiful day 
begins. Let this colorful medallion quilt greet every morning (and every evening) with style, in your room or for a guest.
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Designed by 
SARAH MAXWELL & DOLORES SMITH

Machine Quilted by 
CONNIE GRESHAM

SKILL LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

Finished Quilt Size
87H˝ x 87H˝

Fabric Requirements
Gray texture (strips) K yd.
Gray/red/green floral 
    (center)   L yd.
Coral texture (piecing, inner 
    border)  I yd.
Yellow/green/red floral 
    (triangles)  L yd.
Green whale tail print and 
    yellow print (squares) I yd. each
Multicolor stripe 
    (triangles)  L yd.
Coral/multicolor dot and 
    gray/yellow floral 
    (squares)  L yd. each
Cream/multicolor dot and 
    green/cream whale tail 
    print (squares)  H yd. each
Gray/green print and 
    blue/multicolor dot    
    (squares)  I yd. each
Multicolor print 
    (outer border)  2I yds.
Yellow texture (binding) 1 yd.
Backing   8J yds. 
Batting size  96˝ x 96˝

Cutting Instructions
(cut in order listed)
    = cut in half diagonally
Gray texture 
 4 strips 3H˝ x 18H˝
Gray/red/green floral 
 1 square 18H˝ x 18H˝
Coral texture 
 *4 strips 2˝ x 80˝, pieced from 8 width 
     of fabric (WOF) strips
 4 squares 3H˝ x 3H˝
Yellow/green/red floral 
 2 squares 18˝ x 18˝  
Green whale tail print 
 16 squares 6H˝ x 6H˝
Yellow print 
 4 squares 6M˝ x 6M˝
 12 squares 6H˝ x 6H˝
Multicolor stripe 
 **2 squares 18M˝ x 18M˝ 

Coral/multicolor dot 
 4 squares 3M˝ x 3M˝
 40 squares 3H˝ x 3H˝
Gray/yellow floral 
 44 squares 3H˝ x 3H˝
Cream/multicolor dot and green/cream 
whale tail print—cut from each:
 16 squares 4I˝ x 4I˝
Gray/green print and blue/multicolor dot—
cut from each:
 14 squares 6M˝ x 6M˝ 
Multicolor print 
 *2 strips 6H˝ x 92˝, cut on lengthwise      
        grain
 *2 strips 6H˝ x 80˝, cut on lengthwise 
        grain
Yellow texture 
 10 strips 2H˝ x WOF (binding)
*Border strips include extra length for 
  trimming.
**See Cutting Diagram, next page.

Planning 
Fabrics from the Salt Air collection by Cosmo Cricket™ for Moda give this quilt 
the feel of a sunny summer day. Use an accurate G˝ seam allowance throughout 
construction so all elements fit together well. 
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Piecing the Quilt Center and Corner Triangles
1 Referring to Diagram I, stitch 2 gray texture 18H˝ 
strips to sides of gray/red/green floral 18H˝ square. 
Sew coral 3H˝ squares to ends of 2 gray texture 18H˝ 
strips. Stitch to top and bottom. Add 4 yellow/green/
red floral 18˝ half-square triangles to make quilt center. 
Trim to 30G˝ x 30G˝ centering. Note: A portion of the 
coral 3H˝ squares will be trimmed off along with yellow 
setting triangle edges (Diagram II).

2 Referring to Diagram III, stitch together 2 green whale tail print 6H˝ squares, 
1 yellow print 6H˝ square, and 1 yellow print 6M˝ half-square triangle. Sew to 
short side of multicolor stripe 18M˝ half-square triangle. Stitch together 2 yellow 
print 6H˝ squares, 2 green whale tail print 6H˝ squares, and 1 yellow print 6M˝ 
half-square triangle. Stitch to remaining short side to make pieced triangle. Make 
4 total, referring to quilt photo for orientation of stripe in center triangles.

3 Referring to Diagram IV, stitch together 5 coral/multicolor dot 3H˝ squares, 
5 gray/yellow floral 3H˝ squares, and 1 coral/multicolor dot 3M˝ half-square 
triangle. Sew to short side of pieced triangle. Stitch together 6 gray/yellow floral 
3H˝ squares, 5 coral/multicolor dot 3H˝ squares, and 1 coral/multicolor dot 
3M˝ half-square triangle. Stitch to pieced triangle to make corner triangle. Make 
4 total.

Assembling the Quilt Top
Note: Refer to Assembly Diagram for following steps.
4 Stitch together 4 cream/multicolor dot and 3 green/cream whale tail print 
4I˝ squares, alternating, to make border strip. Make 4. Stitch 2 to opposite 
sides of quilt center. Sew green/cream 4I˝ squares to ends of remaining border 
strips. Stitch to remaining sides of quilt center.

5 Stitch together 3 gray/green print and 3 blue/multicolor dot 6M˝ squares, 
alternating. Make 2. Stitch to opposite sides of quilt center. Stitch together 4 
blue/multicolor and 4 gray/green 6M˝ squares, alternating. Make 2. Stitch to 
remaining sides of quilt center.

6 Sew corner triangles to quilt center, easing to fit if necessary. 
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7 Sew coral 80˝ strips to top and bottom. 
Trim even with sides. Stitch coral 80˝ strips to 
sides. Trim even with top/bottom.

8 Sew multicolor print 80˝ strips to top/bot-
tom. Trim even with sides. Stitch multicolor 
print 92˝ strips to sides. Trim even with top/
bottom.

Quilting and Finishing
9 Layer, baste, and quilt. Connie machine 
quilted an allover swirl and circle pattern with 
red thread. Bind with yellow texture.

Kit Offer
A kit of fabrics for quilt top and binding is 
available while supplies last for $142.15 
ppd. (MO residents, $152.35 ppd.) from 
Homestead Hearth, 
105 N. Coal, Mexico, MO 65265; 
573-581-1966; homesteadhearth.com.


